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Abstract. We propose an approach to reasoning about conversation
protocols within the framework of a logic-based agent language. We show
how to embed a theory of communicative actions in the framework of
a modal logic of action and beliefs, to specify software agents that, situated in a multi-agent environment, can interact with one another by
a speech act based communication mechanism. Agents have their own
local beliefs on the world and on the other agents mental state. Complex
communicative behaviors can be specified as conversation protocols, and
agents can reason on the belief dynamics caused by communications,
before committing to a given interaction.

1

Introduction and motivations

In the last few years, great attention has been devoted to the issue of communication and dialogue among agents, in the context of a formal approach to the theory
of agency [13]. In particular, the diffusion of open multi-agent systems has led
the agent community to focus on the creation of standardized communication
languages (ACL), that, having an explicit, general and well-defined semantic,
could be used by heterogeneous agent programs and give an answer to the interoperability issue [15, 17]. In this framework, while a lot of work has been done in
defining the semantics of the agent speech acts, those semantics aspects of communication that are related to the conversational context, in which a speech act
occurs, started being investigated only recently [20, 22]. Moreover, although formal models of speech acts take into account the mental state of other agents, the
approaches to communication taken in the practical setting of agent languages
[24, 12] do not account for this aspect and do not permit to model individual
agents that subjectively reason about effects of communication on the mental
state of their interlocutors.
The capability of reasoning about conversations is useful in many application
areas. Let us consider, as an example, a user personal assistant, i.e. a software
agent that searches the web to find web services, according to a user’s specification. The currently available languages for describing web services (e.g. DAML-S
[9], WSDL [8]) base descriptions on the lists of inputs/outputs required/returned
by the service. The agent matches the user’s request (“book two tickets at a cinema where they show Akira but do not give my credit card number”) to the

descriptions of the available services and selects one that satisfies all the conditions. Some of these conditions (“do not give my credit card number”), actually
concern the way in which the interaction between the service provider and the
personal assistant should be carried on. Standard description languages do not
allow the representation of behavioral information [7] but if a formal specification of the interaction protocol was available, the personal assistant could reason
about the change caused by a conversation to its own belief state and make rational assumptions on the change caused to the provider beliefs. In the application
framework, the agent could, then, either verify if the interaction may be personalized by following an execution path that satisfies all the user’s requirements,
or, when this is not possible, decide to search for another provider.
In this work, we face the problem of describing and reasoning about conversation protocols in an agent logic programming setting, by extending the logical
framework of the agent language DyLOG [5] so to deal also with communicative
behaviors. DyLOG is a logic programming language for specifying and reasoning about the behavior of rational agents, based on a modal logic for reasoning
about actions and beliefs, that has successfully been used in the development of
adaptive web applications [4]. It permits to define complex actions and sensing
actions. Agents programmed in DyLOG choose a course of actions, conditioned
by their beliefs about the world, and use sensors for acquiring knowledge. We
present an extension of the language, in which a communication kit, including
both primitive speech acts and conversation protocols, has been integrated. Such
an extension is based on an agent theory, in which agents have local beliefs about
the world and about the mental state of the other agents, and where communications are modelled as actions that transform the interlocutor mental state.
Our account of communication aims at coping with two main aspects: the state
change caused by a communicative act on an agent local beliefs, and the decision
strategy used by the agent for sending suitable answers to a received communication. To these aims, the semantics of primitive speech acts is described in terms
of effects on the mental state both in case the agent is the sender and in case it
is the recipient. Moreover, in the line of [20], we use conversation protocols as
decision procedures that allow agents to suitably respond to communications.
Conversation protocols are built upon speech acts, and specify communication
patterns for agent conversations. We took a subjective representation of such
protocols, by making hypothetical assumptions on the other ’s answers. They
have been easily integrated with the other policies that specify the agent behavior, being both represented as complex actions by DyLOG procedure axioms. We
provide a goal-directed proof procedure in order to support agent’s reasoning
and planning in presence of communication. This procedure allows an agent to
reason about the interaction that it is going to enact with another agent, with
the aim of proving if there is a possible execution of the communication protocol,
after which a set of beliefs of interest (goal) will be true in its mental state.
The article is orgnized as follows: Section 2 introduces DyLOG with a particular attention to the tools that it offers for dealing with communication; Section
3 briefly shows the solution to the persistency problem that we adopted; in

Section 4 we describe the techniques applied for reasoning in presence of communication; an example application follows, and the article is concluded by a
contextualization of the work in the literature and a few considerations.

2

The agent language

The agent language accounts both for atomic and complex actions, or procedures.
Atomic actions are either world actions, affecting the world, or mental actions,
i.e. sensing or communicative actions which only affect the agent beliefs. The
set of atomic actions consists of the set A of the world actions, the set C of
communicative acts, and the set S of sensing actions. For each atomic action a
and agent agi we introduce the modalities [aagi ] and haagi i. [aagi ]α means that
α holds after every execution of action a by agent agi ; haagi iα means that there
is a possible execution of a (by agi ) after which α holds.For each atomic action
a in A ∪ C and agent agi we also introduce a modality Done(aagi ) for expressing
that a has been executed. Done(aagi )α is read “a has been executed by agi ;
before its execution, α was true”1 . The modality 2 denotes formulas that hold
in all the possible agent mental states. Our formalization of complex actions
draws considerably from dynamic logic for the definition of action operators like
sequence, test and non-deterministic choice. However, differently than [19], we
refer to a Prolog-like paradigm: procedures are defined by means of (possibly
recursive) Prolog-like clauses. For each procedure p, the language contains also
the universal and existential modalities [p] and hpi. The mental state of an agent
is described in terms of a consistent set of belief formulas. We enriched the belief
state of a DyLOG agent by allowing also nested beliefs, for representing what
other agents believe and reasoning on how they can be affected by communicative
actions. We use the modal operator B agi to model the beliefs of agent agi . The
modality Magi is defined as the dual of B agi (Magi ϕ ≡ ¬B agi ¬ϕ). Intuitively
Magi ϕ means that agi consider ϕ possible.
All the modalities of the language are normal; 2 is reflexive and transitive, its interaction with action modalities is ruled by 2ϕ ⊃ [aagi ]ϕ. The epistemic modality B agi is serial, transitive and euclidean. The interaction of the
Done(aagi ) modality with other modalities is ruled by: ϕ ⊃ [aagi ]Done(aagi )ϕ
and Done(aagj )ϕ ⊃ B agi Done(aagj )ϕ (awareness), with agi = agj when aagi 6∈
C.
2.1

The agent theory

In the line of [5] the behavior of an agent agi can be specified by a domain
description, which includes, besides a specification of the agent belief state: (1)
action and precondition laws for describing the atomic world actions in terms
of their preconditions and effects on the executor’s mental state; (2) sensing
axioms for describing atomic sensing actions; (3) procedure axioms for describing
complex behaviors.
1

Done(aagi )> is read “the action a has been executed by agent agi ”.

Belief state Agents are individuals, each having a mental state: its subjective
point of view on a dynamic domain. Then, we do not model the real world but
only the internal dynamics of each agent in relation to the changes caused by
actions. A mental state is a set of belief formulas (belief state), intuitively it
contains what agi (dis)believes about the world and about the other agents.
A belief state is a complete and consistent set of rank 1 and 2 belief fluents,
where a belief fluent F is a belief formula B agi L or its negation. L denotes a
belief argument, i.e. a fluent literal (f or ¬f ), a done fluent (Done(a agi )> or
its negation), or a belief fluent of rank 1 (Bl or ¬Bl). We use l for denoting
attitude-free fluents: a fluent literal or a done fluent. Consistency is guaranteed
by the seriality of the B agi modalities2 . In essence a belief state provides, for
each agent agi , a three-valued interpretation of all the possible belief arguments
L: each L is either true, false, or undefined when both ¬B agi L and ¬B agi ¬L
hold. In the following we use U agi L for expressing the ignorance of agi about L.
World actions are described by their preconditions and effects on the actor ’s
mental state; they trigger a revision process on the actor’s beliefs. Formally,
action laws describe the conditional effects on agi ’s belief state of an atomic
action a ∈ A, executed by agi itself. They have the form:
2(B agi L1 ∧ . . . ∧ B agi Ln ⊃ [aagi ]B agi L0 )
2(Magi L1 ∧ . . . ∧ Magi Ln ⊃ [aagi ]Magi L0 )

(1)
(2)

Law (1) states that if agi believes the preconditions to an action a in a certain
epistemic state, after a execution, agi will also believe the action’s effects. (2)
states that when the preconditions of a are unknown to agi , after the execution
of a, agi will consider unknown also its effects3 . Precondition laws specify mental
conditions that make an action in A ∪ C executable in a state. They have form:
2(B agi L1 ∧ . . . ∧ B agi Ln ⊃ haagi i>)

(3)

agi can execute a when the precondition fluents of a are in agi ’s belief state.
Sensing Actions produce knowledge about fluents; they are defined as nondeterministic actions, with unpredictable outcome, formally modelled by a set
of sensing axioms. If we associate to each sensing action s a set dom(s) of literals
(domain), when agi executes s, it will know which of such literals is true:
[
agi
[s]ϕ ≡ [
(4)
sB l ]ϕ
l∈dom(s)
agi

∪ is the choice operator of dynamic logic and sB l , for each l ∈ dom(s), is an
ad hoc primitive action, that probes one of the possible outcomes of the sensing.
2

3

A belief state is not consistent when it contains: a belief B agi l and its negation, or
the belief formulas B agj Bagi l and B agj Bagi ¬l, or the belief formulas B agj Bagi l and
Bagj ¬B agi l.
Laws of form (2) allow actions with non-deterministic effects, that may cause a loss
of knowledge, to be specified.

Complex actions We specify agent complex behaviors by means of procedure
definitions, built upon other actions. Formally, a complex action is defined by
means of a collection of inclusion axiom schema of our modal logic, of form:
hp0 iϕ ⊂ hp1 ; p2 ; . . . ; pm iϕ

(5)

p0 is a procedure name and the pi ’s (i = 1, . . . , m) are either procedure names,
atomic actions, or test actions; the operator “;” is the sequencing operator of
dynamic logic. Procedure definitions may be recursive and procedure clauses can
be executed in a goal directed way, similarly to standard logic programs.
2.2

Communication

The integration of a communication theory in the general agent theory is obtained by adding further axioms and laws to agi ’s domain description. In this
section we will introduce a communication kit that allows the specification of
communicative behaviors.
Speech Acts Communication primitives are atomic actions, described in terms
of preconditions and effects on the agent mental state. They have the form
speech act(sender, receiver, l), where sender and receiver are agents and l is
either a fluent literal or a done fluent. Such actions can be seen as special mental
actions, affecting both the sender’s and the receiver’s mental state. In our model
we focused on the internal representation, that agents have of each speech act,
by specifying agi ’s belief changes both when it is the sender and when it is the
receiver. They are modelled by generalizing the action and precondition laws of
form (1), (2), and (3), so to allow the representation of the effects of communications performed by other agents on agi mental state. Such a representation
provides the capability of reasoning about conversation effects.
Speech act specification is, then, twofold: one definition holds when the agent
is the sender, the other when it is the receiver. In the first case, the precondition
laws contain some sincerity condition that must hold in the agent mental state.
When agi is the receiver, the action is always executable. Let us consider some
primitive speech acts from the standard agent communication language FIPAACL, and let us define them and their semantics within our framework:
inform(sender, receiver, l)
a) 2(B agi l ∧ B agi U agj l ⊃ hinform(agi , agj , l)i>)
b) 2([inform(agi , agj , l)]Magi B agj l)
c) 2(B agi B agj authority(agi , l) ⊃ [inform(agi , agj , l)]B agi B agj l)
d) 2(> ⊃ hinform(agj , agi , l)i>)
e) 2([inform(agj , agi , l)]B agi B agj l)
f) 2(B agi authority(agj , l) ⊃ [inform(agj , agi , l)]B agi l)
g) 2(Magi authority(agj , l) ⊃ [inform(agj , agi , l)]Magi l)
Clause (a) states that an inform act can be executed when the sender believes l
and believes that the receiver does not know l. When agi is the sender it thinks

possible that the receiver will adopt its belief, although it cannot be certain autonomy assumption (b)-. If it believes that agj considers it a trusted authority
about l, it is confident that the receiver will adopt its belief (c). When agi is the
receiver, it believes that l is believed by the sender agj (e), but it adopts l as an
own belief only if it thinks agj is a trusted authority (f)-(g).
queryIf(sender, receiver, l)
a) 2(U agi l ∧ ¬B agi U agj l ⊃ hqueryIf(agi , agj , l)i>)
b) 2(> ⊃ hqueryIf(agj , agi , l)i>)
c) 2([queryIf(agj , agi , l)]B agi U agj l)
By queryIf agi asks agj if it believes that l is true. To perform a queryIf act, agi
must ignore l and it must believe that the receiver does not ignore l (a). After a
queryIf act, the receiver will believe that the sender ignores l.
refuseInform(sender, receiver, l)
a) 2(U agi l ∧ B agi Done(queryIf(agj , agi , l))> ⊃ hrefuseInform(agi , agj , l)i>)
b) 2(> ⊃ hrefuseInform(agj , agi , l)i>)
c) 2([refuseInform(agj , agi , l)]B agi U agj l)
By refuseInform an agent refuses to give an information it was asked for. The
refusal can be executed only if: the sender ignores l and it believes that the
receiver previously queried it about l. After a refusal the receiver believes that
the sender ignores l.
Get Message Actions are used for receiving messages from other agents. We
model them as a special kind of sensing actions, because from the agent perspective they correspond to queries for an external input, whose outcome is
unpredictable. The main difference w.r.t. normal sensing actions is that they are
defined by means of speech acts performed by the interlocutor. Formally, we use
get message actions defined by an axiom schema of the form:
[
speech act(agj , agi , l)]ϕ
(6)
[get message(agi , agj , l)]ϕ ≡ [
speech act∈Cget

message

Intuitively, Cget message is a finite set of speech acts, which are all the possible
communications that agi expects from agj in the context of a given conversation.
We do not associate to a get message action a domain of mental fluents, but we
calculate the information obtained by looking at the effects of the speech acts in
Cget message on agi ’s mental state.
Conversation protocols We suppose individual speech acts to take place in
the context of predefined conversation protocols [20] that specify communication patterns. Each agent has a subjective perception of the communication
with other agents, for this reason each protocol has as many procedural representations as the possible roles in the conversation. Let us consider, for instance
the yes no query protocol reported in Fig. 1, a simplified version of the FIPA
Query Interaction Protocol [16]. The protocol has two complementary views,
one to be followed for making a query (yes no query Q ) and one for responding
(yes no queryI ). In the following get answer and get start definitions are instances
of the get message axiom.

Informer

Querier
queryIf(Fluent)
inform(Fluent)
inform(~Fluent)

X

RefuseInform(Fluent)

Fig. 1. The AUML graph [21] represents the communicative interactions occurring
between the querier and the informer in the yes no query protocol.

hyes no queryQ (Self, Other, F luent)iϕ ⊂
hqueryIf(Self, Other, F luent); get answer(Self, Other, F luent)iϕ
[get answer(Self, Other, F luent)]ϕ ≡
[inform(Other, Self, F luent) ∪ inform(Other, Self, ¬F luent) ∪
refuseInform(Other, Self, F luent)]ϕ
Intuitively, the right hand side of get answer represents all the possible answers
expected by agent Self from agent Other about F luent, in the context of a
conversation ruled by the yes no query Q protocol.
hyes no queryI (Self, Other, F luent)iϕ ⊂
hget start(Self, Other, F luent);
B Self F luent?; inform(Self, Other, F luent)iϕ
hyes no queryI (Self, Other, F luent)iϕ ⊂
hget start(Self, Other, F luent);
B Self ¬F luent?; inform(Self, Other, ¬F luent)iϕ
hyes no queryI (Self, Other, F luent)iϕ ⊂
hget start(Self, Other, F luent);
U Self F luent?; refuseInform(Self, Other, F luent)iϕ
The yes no queryI protocol specifies the behavior of the agent Self , that waits
a query from Other; afterwards, it replies according to its beliefs on the query
subject. get start is a get message action ruled by the following axiom:
[get start(Self, Other, F luent)]ϕ ≡ [queryIf(Other, Self, F luent)]ϕ
We can define the communication kit of an agent agi , CKitagi , as the triple
(ΠC , ΠCP , ΠSget ), where ΠC is the set of simple action laws defining agi ’s primitive speech acts, ΠSget is a set of axioms for agi ’s get message actions and ΠCP
is the set of procedure axioms specifying the agi ’s conversation protocols. In this
extension of the DyLOG language, we define as Domain Description for agent
agi , a triple (Π, CKitagi , S0 ), where CKitagi is agi communication kit, S0 is the

initial set of agi ’s belief fluents, and Π is a tuple (ΠA , ΠS , ΠP ), where ΠA is the
set of agi ’s world action and precondition laws, ΠS is a set of axioms for agi ’s
sensing actions, ΠP a set of axioms that define complex actions.

3

Dealing with persistency

We adopt a non-monotonic solution to the persistency problem, by proposing
an abductive semantics for our modal language, in which abductive assumptions
are used to model persistency of beliefs fluents, from a state to the following
one, when an action is performed. The solution is a generalization of the one
in [5], so to deal with nested beliefs and communicative actions, and consists in
maximizing persistency assumptions about epistemic fluents after the execution
of action sequences. In particular we assume that any belief fluent F which holds
in a given state persists through an action, unless it is inconsistent to assume
so, i.e. unless ¬F holds after the action execution.
Note that belief states are inconsistent when they contain either a belief
B agi l and its negation, or the belief formulas B agj B agi l and B agj B agi ¬l, or the
belief formulas B agj B agi l and B agj ¬B agi l. However, from the seriality of the B agi
operators, the general formula schema for the rank 2 beliefs
B agi B agj ¬ϕ ⊃ ¬B agi B agj ϕ

(7)

holds in our logic for any two agents agi and agj 4 . This property guarantees that when an inconsistency arises “locally” in the beliefs ascribed from
agi to some other agent, the beliefs of agi itself will be inconsistent. Therefore, in case of a nested epistemic fluent B agi B agj l, the persistency is correctly
blocked when a locally inconsistent fluent B agi B agj ¬l becomes true after an
action execution, because ¬B agi B agj l can be derived from (7). Given these
considerations, we can adopt the same approach to the definition of an abductive semantics, that we followed in [5]. In particular, we adopt the same
style used by Eshghi and Kowalski in the definition of the abductive semantics for negation as failure [14]. We define as abducibles a new set of atomic
propositions of the form M[a1 ] . . . [am ]F .5 Their meaning is that the fluent
expression F can be assumed to hold in the state obtained by the execution
of the primitive actions a1 , . . . , am . Each abducible can be assumed to hold,
if it is consistent with the domain description (Π, CKitagi , S0 ) and with the
other assumed abducibles. Then we add to the axiom system, that characterizes the logic defined by the domain description, the persistency axiom schema:
[a1 ] . . . [am−1 ]F ∧M[a1 ] . . . [am−1 ][am ]F ⊃ [a1 ] . . . [am−1 ][am ]F , where a1 , . . . , am
are primitive actions and F is a belief fluent. It means that if F holds after
a1 , . . . , am−1 , and it can be assumed to persist after action am (i.e., it is consistent to assume M[a1 ] . . . [am ]F ), then we can conclude that F holds after the
4
5

Actually, the general schema for any rank of nesting holds.
Notice that M is not a modality. Mα denotes a new atomic proposition. Mα means
“α is consistent”, analogously to default logic.

sequence of actions a1 , . . . , am . The definition of abductive solution is given on
the line of [5] and is here omitted.

4

Reasoning in presence of communication

Given a domain description, we can reason about it and formalize the temporal
projection problem and the planning problem by existential queries of form:
hp1 ihp2 i . . . hpm iFs

(8)

Each pk , k = 1, . . . , m in (8) may either be an (atomic or complex) action
executed by agi or an external speech act, that belongs to CKitagi (by the word
external we denote a speech act in which the agent plays the role of the receiver).
By checking if a query of form (8) succeeds we can cope with the planning
problem. In fact this corresponds to answering the question “is there an execution
trace of p1 , . . . , pn leading to a state where the conjunction of belief fluents
Fs holds for agi ?”. Such an execution trace is a plan to bring about Fs. The
procedure definition constrains the search space. Notice that when all the p k
in the query are atomic actions that belong to A ∪ C, by checking if the query
succeeds, we cope also with the temporal projection problem: “does F s hold for
agi , after the execution of the action sequence a1 , . . . , am ?”.
In presence of communication, the planning and the temporal projection
problems turn respectively into the problem of reasoning about conversation
protocols and reasoning about simple conversations, where a conversation is a
sequence of speech acts. This allows, for instance, an agent to investigate the
possible changes to its mental state, produced by a specific conversation, or if a
conversation is an instance of some predefined protocol [13]. In the case of temporal projection, the action sequence will contain both actions in which the agent
is the sender and actions in which it is the receiver. In the case of conversation
protocols, since they represent conversation schemas that guide the communicative behavior of the agent, by answering to the query (8) we find a conversation,
which is an instance of the protocol, after which the desired condition Fs holds.
In this process we treat get message actions as sensing actions, whose outcome
cannot be known at planning time. Since agents cannot read each other’s mind,
they cannot know in advance the answers that they will receive. For this reason
all of the possible alternatives are to be taken into account; we can foresee them
because of the existence of the protocol. Therefore, the extracted plan will be
conditional, in the sense that for each get message and for each sensing action
it will contain as many branches as possible action outcomes. Each path in the
resulting tree is a linear plan that brings about the desired condition Fs. More
formally, a conditional plan σ is either:
– an action sequence a1 ; . . . ; am , with m ≥ 0;
– if a1 ; . . . ; am (m ≥ 0) is an action sequence, s ∈ S is a sensing action,
and σ1 , . . . , σt are conditional plans then a1 ; . . . ; am ; s; ((B agi l1 ?); σ1 ∪ . . . ∪
(B agi lt ?); σt ), where l1 , . . . , lt ∈ dom(s);

– if a1 ; . . . ; am (m ≥ 0) is an action sequence, g ∈ S is a get message action, and
σ1 , . . . , σt are conditional plans then a1 ; . . . ; ak ; g; ((B agi Done(c1 )>?); σ1 ∪
. . . ∪ (B agi Done(ct )>?); σt ), where c1 , . . . , ct ∈ Cg .
The proof procedure is a natural evolution of the work in [5], it is goaldirected, and based on negation as failure (NAF). NAF is used to deal with
the persistency problem to verify that the complement of a mental fluent is not
true after an action execution. The proof procedure allows agents to find linear
and conditional plans for achieving a goal from an incompletely specified initial
state. The soundness w.r.t. the abductive semantics can be proved by imposing
domain descriptions to be e-consistent, i.e. for any action the set of their effects
must be consistent. Moreover, the extracted plans have the following property:
they always lead to a state in which the desired condition Fs holds, for all the
possible results of the sensing actions.
Figure 2 shows the proof procedure that constructs linear plans, by making
assumptions on sensing actions and on external communicative actions. Figure 3
introduces a variant for finding conditional plans. In general, we will need to
establish if a goal holds at a given state. Hence, we will write:
a1 , . . . , am ` hp1 ; p2 ; . . . ; pn iFs with answer (w.a.) σ
to mean that the query hp1 ; p2 ; . . . ; pn iFs can be proved from the domain description at the state a1 , . . . , am with answer σ. σ is an action sequence which
represents the state resulting by the execution of p1 , . . . , pn in the current state.
We denote by ε the empty action sequence that represents the initial mental
state. Rules (1–6) in Fig. 2 deal with the execution of complex, sensing, primitive and test actions. The complex actions in the query are reduced to a sequence
of primitive and test actions; the proof procedure verifies if the primitive actions
can be executed and if the tests are successful. To do this, it reasons about the
execution of the primitive actions and computes the values of fluents at different
states. The value of fluents at a state is not explicitly recorded but it is computed
when needed in the computation. Rules (7–14), allow the values of mental fluents
to be determined and, in particular, to determine if Fs is true after a1 , . . . , am .
An epistemic fluent F holds in the current state if: either F is an immediate
effect of action am , whose preconditions hold in the previous state (8a); or am is
an ad hoc primitive action, used in the definition of a sensing action (8b); or F
persists from the previous state (8c); or we are in the initial state and F holds
(8d). Rule (8c) deals with the frame problem: F persists from a state to the next
one unless am makes ¬F true; not represents NAF. Rules (10-12) deal with
the seriality (10), transitivity (11 and 11’), and euclideanity (12 and 12’) of the
beliefs. Rules (13) and (14) deal with the simmetry and awareness of action’s
execution. Fig. 3 reports the two rules that substitute (4) and (5) in Fig. 2 to
build conditional plans. The new rules deal with the execution of sensing and get
message actions, respectively. As a difference with the previous proof procedure,
when a sensing action is executed, the procedure considers all the possible outcomes, thus producing many branches. If all branches lead to success, the main

1)

a1···m ` hp01 ; . . . ; p0n0 ; p2···n iFs w. a. σ
a1···m ` hp; p2···n iFs w. a. σ

where p ∈ P and
hpiϕ ⊂ hp01 ; . . . ; p0n0 iϕ ∈ ΠP ∪ ΠCP

a1···m ` Fs0 a1···m ` hp2···n iFs w. a. σ
2)

a1···m ` h(Fs0 )?; p2···n iFs w. a. σ

a1···m ` Fs0 a1···m , a ` hp2···n iFs w. a. σ
3)
a1···m ` ha; p2···n iFs w. a. σ

where a ∈ A ∪ C, and
2(Fs0 ⊃ hai>) ∈ ΠA ∪ ΠC

agi

5)

a1···m ` hsB l ; p2···n iFs w. a. σ
a1···m ` hs; p2···n iFs w. a. σ
a1···m ` hc; p2···n iFs w. a. σ
a1···m ` hg; p2···n iFs w. a. σ

where g ∈
SSget and
[g]ϕ ≡ [ c∈Cg c]ϕ

6)

a1···m ` Fs
a1···m ` hεiFs w. a. σ

where σ = a1 ; . . . ; am

7)

a1···m ` >

8a)

a1···m−1 ` Fs0
a1···m ` F

where m > 0 and
2(Fs0 ⊃ [am ]F ) ∈ ΠA

8b)

a1···m ` F

if am = sF

8c)

not a1···m ` ¬F a1···m−1 ` F
a1···m ` F

where m > 0

8d)

ε`F

if F ∈ S0

9)

a1···m ` Fs0 a1···m ` Fs00
a1···m ` Fs0 ∧ Fs00

10)

a1···m ` Bagi L
a1···m ` Magi L

4)

12)

a1···m ` Bagi l
a1···m ` Bagi Bagi l
a1···m ` Magi l
a1···m ` Bagi Magi l

13)

a1···m ` Done(a)>
a1···m ` Bagi Done(a)>

11)

where s ∈ S and
l ∈ dom(s)

12’)

a1···m ` Magi Magi l
a1···m ` Magi l
a1···m ` Magi Bagi l
a1···m ` Bagi l

14)

a1···m ` Done(am )>

11’)

Fig. 2. A goal directed proof procedure for DyLOG. Legend: a1···m ≡ a1 , . . . , am and
p2···n ≡ p2 , . . . , pn . l denotes a fluent literal or a done fluent while L denotes l or a
belief fluent of rank 1.

∀lk ∈ F, a1···m ` hsB
4-bis)

agi

l

; p2···n iFs w. a. a1 ; . . . ; am ; sB

a1···m ` hs; p2···n iFs w. a. a1 ; . . . ; am ; s; (

S

k=1...t

(B

agi

agi

l

; σk0

lk ?); σk0 )

∀ck ∈ Cg , a1···m ` hck ; p2···n iFsi w. a. a1 ; . . . ; am ; ck ; σk0
5-bis) a1···m ` hg; p2···n iFsi w. a. a1 ; . . . ; am ; g; (

S

k=1...t

(B agi Done(ck )>?); σk0 )

Fig. 3. A variant of the proof procedure for extracting conditional plans. In (4-bis)
s ∈ S and F = {l1 , . . . , lt } = dom(s); in (5-bis) g ∈ S and {c1 , . . . , ct }= Cg .

query succeeds. In such a case, the conditional plan will contain the branches as
alternative sub-plans. The same holds for the execution of get message actions.
Example 1. Let us consider the protocol get ticket 1C , describing from the customer perspective the interaction with a cinema booking service:
(a) hget ticket 1C (Self, W ebS, F ilm)iϕ ⊂
hyes no queryQ (Self, W ebS, available(F ilm)) ; B Self available(F ilm)? ;
get info(Self, W ebS, cinema(C)) ; yes no query I (Self, W ebS, pay by(credit card)) ;
BSelf pay by(credit card)? ; inform(Self, W ebS, cc number);
get info(Self, W ebS, booked(F ilm))iϕ
(b) hget ticket 1C (Self, W ebS, F ilm)iϕ ⊂
hyes no queryQ (Self, W ebS, available(F ilm)) ; B Self available(F ilm)? ;
get info(Self, W ebS, cinema(C)) ; yes no query I (Self, W ebS, pay by(credit card));
¬B Self pay by(credit card)? ; get info(Self, W ebS, pay by(cash));
get info(Self, W ebS, booked(F ilm))iϕ
(c) hget ticket 1C (Self, W ebS, F ilm)iϕ ⊂
hyes no queryQ (Self, W ebS, available(F ilm)); ¬B Self available(F ilm)?iϕ
(d) [get info(Self, W ebS, F luent)]ϕ ≡ [inform(W ebS, Self, F luent)]ϕ

get ticket 1C permits both to book a ticket to be paid later by cash and to buy
it by credit card; suppose it is followed by the web service click ticket. Given the
query hget ticket 1C (pa, click ticket, akira)iB pa ¬B click ticket cc number, a personal
assistant pa could reason on it to determine if there is a conversation between
pa and click ticket about the movie akira, after which the service does not
know the credit card number of the user. Since such a conversation exists, the
agent pa finds an execution trace of get ticket 1C , which corresponds to a personalized conditional dialogue plan between itself and the provider click ticket,
always leading to satisfy the user goal of not giving the credit card number. For
a deeper discussion about personalization of web service fruition see [3].

5

Conclusion and related work

Communication among agents has extensively been studied by the AI community. One of the most popular approaches, derived from the work of philosophers
and linguists carried on in the sixties [2, 23], considers rationality as a key concept. In other words, communicative acts are interpreted as rational actions with

preconditions and effects on the agent mental state, that can be planned and
reasoned about [11, 1, 10]; this approach lead to the definition of well-known
ACLs like FIPA [17]. The semantics of communication can be given at different
levels of detail. In many formal approaches [11, 10, 6, 18] the focus is posed at the
level of the single speech acts and the task of reasoning about communication
and planning is achieved based on their preconditions and desired effects, without considering them in the context of a conversation protocol. Indeed many
of these approaches [6, 18] have been born for the developement of intelligent
human-machine dialogue systems, then they are focussed on techniques where
recognizing intentions in communications is fundamental for producing a suitable reply. On the line of [20], we argue that the use of conversation protocols
makes the design of software components that must interact easier: the interoperability of the various components (often separately developed) is improved and
the verification of compliance to the desired standards is simplified. By working
at the level of protocols, agents can more easily be seen as individuals, developed independently, on different platforms and with different approaches, a very
attractive view in the applicative field of web applications and web services. For
all these reasons we focus on a semantics of communication that supports the
specification and reasoning about single speech acts, as well as the specification
and reasoning about speech acts in the context of a conversation protocol. In
our framework, protocols are intended as tractable decision procedures, that the
agent can use for selecting and producing communicative acts, suitable to the
agent goals. Since they limit the domain of possible interactions, an advantage
is that they reduce the search space.
More specifically, we have presented an approach to reason about conversation protocols within the framework of an agent language based on a modal
logic of action and beliefs. The approach extends with communication the proposal to model rational agents in [5]. We used conversation protocols to provide
our agents decision procedures for suitably responding to communications. We
took a subjective representation of conversation protocols, by making hypothetical assumptions on the other’s answers. As a consequence protocols have been
easily integrated with other policies defining the agent’s behavior, being both
represented as procedures specified in DyLOG. Notice that, since we are only
interested in reasoning about the local mental state’s dynamics, our approach
differs from other logic-based approaches to communication in multi-agent systems, as the one taken in [24], where communicative actions affect the global
state of a multi-agent system and the target is to prove global properties of
the overall multi-agent system’s execution. Instead our focus on the internal
specification of interaction protocols for planning dialogue’s moves is closer to
the one taken in [22], where negotiation protocols, expressed by sets of dialogue
constraints, are included in the agent program and used for triggering dialogues
that achieve goals. However such an approach is not aimed at implementing the
kind of reasoning about conversations we focused on: it does not support plan
extraction and it cannot exploit the information about the others, that instead
we can supply by nested beliefs.
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